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BEDFORD/ST. MARTIN’S

The teachable alternative

The Bedford Anthology of 
American Literature
Susan Belasco, University of Nebraska, Lincoln
Linck Johnson, Colgate University

Although far less hefty and expensive than other 

leading anthologies, The Bedford Anthology of 

American Literature has been widely acclaimed 

for its judicious and broadly representative 

selection of literature. At the same time, it does 

more than other anthologies to help students 

understand and appreciate the literature (through 

its innovative contextual features and unparalleled 

art program) and to help instructors design their 

courses (including a new literary reprint series for 

customizable packaging options and a unique DVD 

designed for classroom presentations). 
Volume One: Beginnings to 1865: 
2008/paper/1389 pages – Available now!
Volume Two: 1865 to the Present: 
january 2008/paper/1400 pages – Coming soon!
bedfordstmartins.com/americanlit/preview Bedford College Editions: Package at a 

discount with The Bedford Anthology of 
American Literature — first reprint for FREE!“ I admire this anthology 

a great deal. But what 
recommends it, fi nally, is 
not simply its economies 
but the acuity of its 
choices, the unobtrusive 
depth of its learning, 
and its pedagogical and 
historical imaginativeness.”

— Richard Millington, Smith College 
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BEDFORD/ST. MARTIN’S

Where literature lives

The Bedford Introduction to Literature
Reading, Thinking, Writing
Eighth Edition

Michael Meyer, University of Connecticut

This best-selling anthology offers a lively collection of stories, 

poems, and plays — with editorial features proven to help 

students read, think, and write effectively about literature. Now 

with more sample close readings and student papers, a one-of-a 

kind chapter created with author Julia Alvarez, and three rib-

tickling chapters on humor and satire.

2008/cloth/2250 pages
bedfordstmartins.com/meyerlit
Available now!

“The Bedford Introduction to Literature sets the standard 
against which all similar collections must be measured.”

— John Glavin, Georgetown University

Innovative online resources for literature

LitLinks

With biographies and annoted links to 

reliable sites for over 800 authors, LitLinks

provides an immediate working context 

for each author while focusing students’ 

extended research. In addition, MLA-

style citations for every research link help 

students document their online sources.

bedfordstmartins.com/litlinks
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Madame Proust 
A Biography 
Evelyne Bloch-Dano 
“If the wealthy Weils hadn’t mar-
ried off their daughter Jeanne to Dr. 
Adrien Proust in 1870, our sense of the 
past would be very different. Jeanne’s 
story, seen here—inevitably—through 
the scrim of her son’s immortal evoca-
tion of lost time, evokes the richly 
upholstered interiors of Paris in the 
late nineteenth century.”
—Rachel Brownstein, author of 
Becoming a Heroine
Cloth $27.50 

The Late Derrida 
Edited by W. J. T. Mitchell and 
Arnold I. Davidson 
Between 1994 and 2004, Jacques 
Derrida published more than he had 
produced during his entire career up to 
that point. This volume deconstructs 
the whole question of lateness and the 
usefulness of periodization. It calls 
into question the “fact” of his turn to 
politics, law, and ethics and highlights 
continuities throughout his oeuvre. 

Contributors: Hélène Cixous, 
Jacques Derrida, Frances Ferguson,
Michael Fried, Rodolphe 
Gasché, Geoffrey Hartman, 
Vincent Leitch, Stephen 
Melville, J. Hillis Miller, 
W. J. T. Mitchell, Jean-Luc Nancy
University of Chicago Press Journals

Paper $25.00 

Framed Time 
Toward a Postfilmic Cinema 
Garrett Stewart 
“Garrett Stewart’s unique sensibility
—which combines textual perception
with a vigilant receptivity for varia-
tions in technology—here affords us 
rich insights into the ‘time image’ 
and in particular into the relation-
ship between plot-formation and the 
digital.  This is wonderful reading and 
thinking!”—Fredric Jameson
Paper $40.00 

New from University of Wales Press

The Novels of 
José Saramago 
David Frier 
David Frier explores the specifically 
Portuguese literary and cultural tradi-
tions that inform Saramago’s work 
while situating him firmly within the 
context of world literature.
Cloth $85.00 

New from Prickly Paradigm Press

Neomedievalism, 
Neoconservatism, and 
the War on Terror 
Bruce Holsinger 
Holsinger carefully parses the Bush 
administration’s torture memos, 
which enlist neomedievalism’s model 
of feudal sovereignty on behalf of the 
abrogation of human rights.
Paper $10.00 

Available Again

Poetic Closure 
A Study of How Poems End 
Barbara Herrnstein Smith 
Paper $25.00 

The University of Chicago Press  •  www.press.uchicago.edu

Critical Thought from Chicago
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